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Did you know that  thanks to  the contributions of  our  readers,  we have been able  to
maintain complete independence? This means that we do not accept support from any
private foundations, which now more than ever are seeking to control and manipulate the
alternative news media.

You  can  help  Global  Research  make  information  avai lable  to  the  widest
possible readership. Our contributors and correspondents are scattered across the globe in
order to report the issues with accuracy and insight. We ask that you consider making
a donation to Global Research so that we may continue to support independent analysts in
their battle against mainstream media disinformation.
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General Kelly’s Tirade and the Threat of Military Dictatorship in America

By Bill Van Auken, October 23, 2017

Kelly’s extraordinary intervention at Thursday’s White House press conference constitutes a
sharp warning. Anyone who thinks that “it can’t happen here,” that a US government that
has sponsored countless coups and regime-change operations around the globe cannot
itself become the target of a military takeover, is making a serious political mistake.

US Mercenaries, Iraqi Highways and the Mystery of the Never-Ending ISIS Hordes

By Ulson Gunnar, October 23, 2017
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The Jordanian-Iraqi and Saudi-Iraqi border crossings and the highways running through them
represent an alternative means to reorient Washington’s proxy conflict either now or in the
near future.

“Above All” – America’s Military Junta Expands Its Claim to Power

By Moon of Alabama, October 23, 2017

With  the  help  of  the  media  the  generals  in  the  White  House  defeated  their  civilian
adversary. In August the Trump ship dropped its ideological pilot. Steve Bannon went from
board. Bannon’s militarist enemy, National Security Advisor General McMaster, had won.

Desecration of Church Property to Silence Syrian Voices

By Vanessa Beeley, October 23, 2017

The  desecration  of  Christian  church  property   is  a  crime  that  has  been  committed
throughout Syria by the US Coalition-financed & armed extremist globe-trotters. Drugged-up
mercenaries, whose disdain for sacred sites, protected by Syria’s secular state for centuries,
translates into the destruction of Christian heritage sites with a violent, brutal hatred. They
have had pretty much the same intent as the two saboteurs in London, to simply destroy all
that stands in the way of their ideological supremacy in the region.

Medicaid Is a Scam

By Richard Hugus, October 23, 2017

People getting MassHealth assume they are getting health insurance. In fact, if they are
over 55, they are only getting a loan for health coverage which they must pay back from
their estate (their home, their savings, their personal property) after they die. The process
by which the state recovers the cost of your health care coverage is is called “estate
recovery.” The low income people whom MassHealth is supposed to serve may thus be
unable to leave the one thing they might have — their family home — to their children.

Breaking: France’s Minister of Defense: French Citizens Who Joined Jihad Should Die on the
Battlefield – “We Don’t Want Them Back”

By Peter Koenig, October 23, 2017

French Minister of Defense, Florence Parly, told Europe 1 radio last week, “If the [French]
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jihadis perish in this fight, I would say that’s for the best.”
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